Dear Mainstream Media,

You aren't fooling anybody. Haven't you noticed your numbers have been dropping for two decades and that your viewership/readership is now in a freefall? Almost nobody is reading your articles anymore or tuning into your shows, and those that do aren't buying the propaganda. You have had to underwrite all your shows, magazines and newspapers for a long time. If you didn't, they would all be broke. You aren't selling enough subscriptions or advertising to stay afloat, and if the CIA weren't propping you up with black-budget monies you would have to fold tomorrow. Don't you think that is an indication that may, just maybe, you are selling a losing formula?

I'll tell you when most of us figured it out: 911. You really blew it on that one. Overstepped by a large margin. The curtain was torn, and we could see behind the stage. Even those of us who hadn't seen through the curtain with Kennedy, or with Oklahoma City, or any of the rest, we could see through 911. Ten-year-olds can see through 911. Calling us crazy for seeing what we see won't help you—it is too late for that. We are only watching the show now out of morbid curiosity, to see how much deeper you can dig your hole.

And here's another thing: who among you thought Anderson Cooper was a good idea? A Vanderbilt-family sissy with CIA written all over him. And Piers Morgan? A pudgehead pseudo-aristocrat that even the Brits found too effete. I'll give you a clue: your frontmen need to be likable. These guys are already trying to sell hotsauce in the 9th circle of hell, so they better at least be likable. They aren't. They are obnoxious and transparent as thinnest glass. You better drug us some more and spray us with some more chemicals if you expect us to believe what they are saying.

You really need to hire some better directors, too. The last two tragedies have been pathetic. The Batman tragedy in Aurora and the Sandy Hook tragedy haven't been as convincing as an episode of Bonanza. You know how you can always tell when the backdrop is painted in those old shows? It is sort of like that. We go along with Bonanza, because we want to believe. We don't care if Little Joe
can't act: he has good hair and a winning smile. We don't care if Hoss can't act: we want to see him break someones arm or sit on someone. But we don't want to believe Sandy Hook. We won't skip over inconsistencies or poor acting or painted backdrops, just to get to the end. It is supposed to be real, and we expect it to look at least sort of real.

In short, you guys have lost your touch. Your decades of success made you overconfident, and sometime around 2000 you hit the wall. You quit producing the quality product. The producers, directors, actors, and scene builders all got lazy. The new propaganda isn't fit for MTV.

It looks like some of you are pissed that we are no longer following along like stupid sheep. You are used to getting your way with very little effort. It appears that, in your anger, some of you are planning to crush us with force. If you can't snow us, send in the SWAT team. Unfortunately, I don't think it is going to work this time. Your military planning is on a par with your stage direction, and most of us can see you are walking into a wall. You seem to be planning some sort of fascist power-play, like Hitler or Stalin did. But it can't work this time. You don't have the element of surprise. Hitler and Stalin were too recent: everybody knows the drill. And Hitler had the masses behind him: he was a master of propaganda. You aren't. You have no charisma and don't even have the sense to hire people with charisma. Hitler had the military behind him. You don't. The military hates you and is already on the brink of mutiny. Hitler had the military behind him. You don't. The military hates you and is already on the brink of mutiny. You have too few allies and way too many enemies.

And another thing. All this spying you are doing is a big waste of time. Once the shooting starts, all that information stored in computers is going to be worth exactly nothing. All your lists are going to be worth exactly nothing. Sure, you will get a few of the guys at the top of the list, if you spring this in the middle of the night. But after that, all the rabbits will be out of the holes. Knowing where Johnny is on January 1 first doesn't tell you where Johnny is on January 2. And all those CCTV cameras? Another big waste of your money. If you start shooting us or rounding us up, those cameras won't last a day. Each one can be taken out with one bullet, or one rock.

Because you aren't likable, and because you are selling a product no one wants, there is no loyalty around you. Even your own body guards will turn on you at a moment's notice. As for the military, they already hate you. You have underpaid them and overworked them and sent them on immoral missions in places they know we don't need to be. Once the shooting starts, the only allies you will have will be your own mercenaries like Blackwater. But if you miss a payment with them, they will be gone, too.

Same goes for the police. Yes, you have installed a few goons all over the place to do your dirty work, but they are the minority. The rank and file see through you just like the rest of us, and given the slightest chance they will turn on you as well.

You haven't got the numbers. You have fired too many generals, strong-armed too many Senators, cheated too many candidates, poisoned too many people's wives and children, staged too many tragedies, stolen too much money. Normally it takes a few years' of civil war before people figure this out. In the past, information moved slowly, and the citizenry didn't catch on until after the atrocities had been leaked. That sometimes took years. But information doesn't move slowly anymore. You have moved much slower than the information, and it has outrun you. You see, we know about your atrocities, and the civil war hasn't even begun. Your popularity can't fall: it is already near zero.

You old guys running the show are still caught up in the old slogans. You are still running the Fabius gambit, where you wear us down with a long, slow decline. You are still “the turtle who strikes hard.”
But that gambit doesn't play anymore. That gambit relies on a populace with no means of communication, no knowledge of history, and no means of resistance. It also relies on a very limited battlefield. You are forgetting that the lines of communication are worldwide now, and that when you turn to face one enemy, all the enemies at your back will swarm. If you turn on your own people, the rest of the world will be biting your butt. As soon as you devote manpower to a civil war of any kind, China, Russia, and the Middle East will begin moving against you. Even Europe will begin pushing back, since they aren't your ally anymore. You have no allies. No one likes you. The entire world is waiting for you to collapse, and that includes Europe.

China hopes you attack your own people. They are licking their lips, waiting for that to happen. Because as soon as you draw your attention inward, they will choose that moment to move into worldwide positions you have left. I use the Hitler analogy again: you are fighting on too many fronts. You can't afford to fight your own people. For you, fighting the American people would be like Hitler moving against Russia. It is one too many enemies.

So what to do? You are apparently under the impression that your back is against the wall. You have to increase Homeland Security and build FEMA camps and buy ammunition, because it is that or the firing squad. It is either you or us, and you plan to go down fighting. But I have a suggestion. You guys are masters of faking deaths and moving to South America. You don't have to end up like Bernie Madoff or worse, Hermann Goring. Most of you are older than dirt, and no one would question a death. You can pull a Kenneth Lay and go spend your stolen money in Argentina or somewhere. And if you arranged for most of the trillions you have squirreled away to make it back into the treasury, I can pretty much guarantee we will look the other way. You are right in one thing: most Americans don't really have the stomach for a civil war, or even a new series of trials. We would take the easy way out, if presented with it. All this could just go away. You could just go away.

Take a few hundred thousand and go live a life of ease somewhere. But you better all go at once. You better talk to your buddies in Bilderberg or wherever and plan this out. Because if some of you stay and cause trouble, it will affect all of you. Civil wars lead to trials, and trials lead to manhunts and extraditions and so on. You don't need that. What you need to do is fade away. You have had your time and it was fun, but you made too many mistakes. It is over. If you push it any further, it is going to collapse on you in a way you really won't like.